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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report provides evidence regarding the lack of racial diversity among U.S. Senate “pathway” staff. In this 
report, pathway staff refers to positions held on the pathway to top staff positions in the Senate. Pathway staff 
include deputy chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative assistants, counsels, and press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors in the personal offices of U.S. senators. The data reflects Senate employment as of 
Jan. 31, 2024. Key findings demonstrate that:   

•   People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but just 21.4 percent of pathway staff in 
the Senate are people of color. African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only  
5.4 percent of Senate pathway staff. Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 6.8 percent  
of Senate pathway staff . Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but  
5.4 percent of Senate pathway staff . 

•   The percentage of white top staff (i.e., chiefs of staff, legislative directors, and communications 
directors) in 2023 (84.2 percent) is higher than that of white pathway staff (78.6 percent). 
However, the percentage of pathway staff of color was higher than the percentage of top staff of color in 
2023. Staffers of color made up 15.8 percent of Senate personal office top staff and make up 21.4 percent of 
pathway staff in the Senate. 

•   Black staff have the most significant difference among staff of color between the percentage of top staff 
and that of pathway staff in the Senate. In 2023, African Americans accounted for 2.1 percent of Senate 
top staff but 5.4 percent of Senate pathway staff .  Latina/os accounted for 5.8 percent of Senate top staff but 
6.8 percent of Senate pathway staff  . Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders accounted for 4.5 percent of Senate 
top staff but 5.4 percent of Senate pathway staff .  

•   Pathway staff of color comprise a larger percentage of Senate Democrats staff than Senate 
Republicans, but both parties fall short of full representation. People of color comprise 14.0 percent of 
Republican voters in 2022 and 9.7 percent of Republican Senate pathway staff. People of color account for 
36.0 percent of Democratic voters in 2022 and 30.4 percent of Democratic Senate pathway staff.  

•   African American voters were underrepresented among pathway staff in Senate Democratic offices. 
African Americans accounted for 17.0 percent of Democratic voters in 2022 but only 8.3 percent of 
Democratic Senate pathway staff. African Americans represented 1.0 percent of Republican voters and  
1.6 percent of Republican Senate pathway staff.  

•   While Black senators only account for four percent of the U.S. Senate, they employ 21.1 percent of the 
Black pathway staff in the U.S. Senate.

•   Senators under 60 years old had the highest percentage of pathway staff of color at 29.6 percent 
compared to about 14.8 percent for senators 60 to 69 years old and 19.5 percent for senators 70 years 
old or older.

Executive Summary
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INTRODUCTION 

Since 2015, the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies has analyzed and disseminated information on 
the state of diversity among congressional staff. While our recent Senate1 and House2 reports demonstrate some 
improvements in the percentage of top staff positions over time, these figures still pale in comparison to the 
diversity of the U.S. population. Many experts and advocates purport that investing in the pipeline of mid-level 
staffers or “pathway” staff positions is a solution to increasing the diversity among top staffers. However, few studies 
have identified what positions lead to top staff roles. The studies that exist do not examine the state of diversity in 
these “pathway” roles. This report seeks to fill this gap by identifying which pathway positions Senate staff typically 
occupy before becoming top staff and providing data on the diversity within these positions.

In this report, the authors define pathway staff in the Senate as deputy chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative 
assistants, counsels,3 and press secretaries/deputy communications directors.4 These positions are the ones most 
often held by top staff who have been internally promoted.5 Though these staffers are less visible than senators and 
their top staff, these staffers play an essential role in the function of Senate offices, including filling in for the chief of 
staff when they are on travel with the senator, meeting with stakeholder groups, obtaining cosponsors on bills, and 
helping to manage the workload of Senate offices.6 

In this report, the authors define pathway staff in the Senate as deputy 
chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative assistants, counsels, and press 
secretaries/deputy communications directors.

People of 
color in the 
United States41.1%

21.4%Pathway staff of color 
in the personal offices 
of U.S. Senators
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We find that while people of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population, they account for only 21.4 percent 
of pathway staff of color in the personal offices of U.S. senators. In our Racial Diversity Among Top Staff in Senate 
Personal Offices report, we found that people of color account for 15.8 percent of top staff (chiefs of staff, legislative 
directors, and communications directors) in the personal offices of U.S. senators.7 

The findings from this report suggest that the lack of diversity in pathway positions affects the ability of staff 
of color to be promoted to top staff positions. When a top staff position becomes vacant, some offices promote 
pathway staffers within their office.8 Employing a pathway staff that lacks diversity could limit the opportunity to 
employ a diverse top staff. Many congressional top staff job advertisements also specify a preference for candidates 
with previous Capitol Hill experience.9 Diversity in the pipeline would ensure that more staff of color meet the 
preference for Capitol Hill experience. 

The need for greater diversity among pathway staff is a challenge that the Senate, as an institution, must address. 
Congressional decisions affect all Americans, and the lack of racial diversity among personal office pathway staff 
impairs senators’ understanding of their constituencies’ diverse perspectives. This report does not claim that white 
staff cannot represent communities of color, nor that proportional representation is a panacea. The considerable 
influence of congressional staff in shaping the U.S. Senate and the lack of racial diversity among pathway staff stifle 
adequate representation of all U.S. citizens. Increasing diversity among key staffers would enhance deliberation, 
innovation, legitimacy, and legislative outcomes, allowing the Senate to function more effectively and in a way that 
more accurately reflects America’s diversity.

Currently, the U.S. Senate does not systematically collect data on the race and ethnicity of its members’ staff. 
Though federal law requires that employers with more than 100 employees collect and disclose employees’ race, 
gender, and other demographic information to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, this law 
does not apply to the U.S. Senate.10 For the past seven years, however, Senate Democrats have disclosed data from 
a voluntary survey on the aggregate racial and ethnic diversity of each Democratic U.S. senator’s personal and 
committee offices.11 To date, Senate Republicans have not released demographic data on their staffs. Beyond the 
surveys from the House Office of Diversity and Inclusion, which is now disbanded,12 and the Senate Democratic 
Diversity Initiative,13 there is no central repository of data to help guide efforts to make the congressional workforce 
more diverse. If Congress cannot tell what the demographic makeup of its workforce is, it cannot fully address the 
challenges and opportunities of diversity and inclusion. Hence, this study will add to the limited literature in this 
area and provide further data on the racial/ethnic diversity of staff in the Senate.

Introduction

The findings from this report suggest that the lack of diversity in 
pathway positions affects the ability of staff of color to be promoted to 
top staff positions.



DEFINING PATHWAY STAFF 

We completed an extensive process to decide which mid-level staff positions to include in our study. We 
reviewed the mid-level or “pathway” staff positions included in previous studies.14 We also reviewed the career 
trajectories of top staff in the Joint Center’s 2023 report on top staff diversity in the U.S. Senate.15 We used this 
literature to determine an initial list of staff position titles to examine more deeply. We studied the prevalence 
of these titles across Senate offices. Next, we met with and/or surveyed several senior staffers across race and 
political party to discuss how Senate offices are structured and the typical career trajectories for chiefs of staff, 
legislative directors, and communications directors. Based upon this process, we define pathway staff as deputy 
chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative assistants, counsels, and press secretaries/deputy communications 
directors. We further explain why we chose these positions in their respective sections below.

We considered but decided to exclude a few other positions in our definition of pathway staff. For instance, the 
“fellow” position was considered because it was counted as a mid-level staffer in previous reports.16 However, 
unlike the other positions included in this study, fellows are typically paid by outside organizations rather than 
from the senator’s office budget. 

7 Defining Pathway Staff
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These positions are also temporary positions. Fellows are represented in almost two-thirds of Senate offices,17 
and the most common type of fellow in the Senate is a defense fellow.

The “professional staff” position was considered because a handful of top staff served in these roles before 
becoming chiefs of staff in our Racial Diversity Among Top Staff in Senate Personal Offices report.18 However, 
this position is only represented in a handful of Senate offices. This title is used most often in committee offices 
rather than in Senate personal offices.

The “adviser” position was considered because when examining the career trajectories of chiefs of staff in 
Racial Diversity Among Top Staff in Senate Personal Offices, 19 percent of them previously served as an adviser.19 
However, most of those adviser positions were “senior advisers.” Therefore, instead of including all advisers in 
our definition of pathway staff, we only included senior advisers in our study. 

We completed a census of employment in pathway positions in each U.S. senator’s personal office as of 
Jan. 31, 2024. In the initial data collection stage, the authors performed an online search for Senate staff 
photographs with links to current and past employment. The authors obtained data from various sources, 
including LegiStorm, X (formally Twitter), LinkedIn, YouTube, Wikipedia, Roll Call, The Hill, National Journal, 
constituent photographs, wedding announcements, and press interviews. 

The authors then emailed deputy chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative assistants, counsels, and press 
secretaries/deputy communications directors in each Senate personal office, provided each person with the 
data collected about their race/ethnicity and position, and asked the staffers to correct any errors. Those 
staff who had yet to respond to our initial email were contacted again with another opportunity to correct our 
data. For the handful of staffers who left their position before our email could reach them, we reached out to 
their former chief of staff asking them to confirm our data. Nine percent of the staffers responded, and a few 
submitted corrections to the data (for example, “this person identifies as biracial”). One percent of pathway 
staffers responded that they were unwilling to participate in the study and did not confirm our data. Lastly, the 
authors then reviewed all the collected information identifying people of color with leadership from diverse staff 
associations (i.e., Senate Black Legislative Staff Caucus (SBLSC) and Congressional Asian Pacific American Staff 
Association (CAPASA)) to confirm and ask for any corrections to our data.

Defining Pathway Staff
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PATHWAY POSITION DIVERSITY 

Overall Statistics on Pathway Positions
People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population, but just 21.4 percent of pathway staff in the Senate.21 
White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. population but 78.6 percent of Senate pathway staff.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate pathway staff: 

•   African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 5.4 percent of Senate pathway staff; 

•   Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 6.8 percent of Senate pathway staff; 

•   Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 5.4 percent of 
Senate pathway staff;

•   Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but only 2.3 percent of Senate pathway staff;

•   Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but only 0.4 percent of Senate pathway staff; and

•   Middle Eastern/North Africans (MENAs) are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 1.1 percent of Senate 
pathway staff.

The U.S. Census Bureau defines race as a person’s self-identification with one or more social groups.20 This 
report contains seven racial categories: white, African American, Latina/o, Asian American/Pacific Islander 
(AAPI), biracial or multiracial, Middle Eastern/North African (MENA), and Native American.

We contend that this analysis provides the most consistent snapshot of diversity across pathway staff in U.S. 
senators’ personal offices. Any isolated instances of influential staff of color in pathway positions that were not 
included in this report do not explain why the U.S. Senate has a proportion of people of color in the deputy chiefs 
of staff, senior advisers, legislative assistants, counsels, and press secretaries/deputy communications director 
positions that is not representative of the diversity in the United States.
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Racial Diversity of Senate Pathway Staffers vs. U.S. Population

% of U.S. Population % of Senate Pathway Staff

White

Black

Latina/o

AAPI

Biracial

Native American

MENA

0.0%

58.9%

13.6%
5.4%

19.1%

6.6%
5.4%

3.0%
2.3%

1.3%
0.4%

0.5%
1.1%

10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0%

Comparing the demographics of Senate pathway staff to that of Senate personal office top staff from our 
October 2023 report, we find that the percentage of white top staff is higher than that of white pathway staff 
(84.2 percent vs. 78.6 percent).22  However, all groups of color observe a higher percentage of pathway staff 
compared to their makeup of top staff diversity in 2023. Across race and ethnicity, Black staff saw the most 
significant difference between the percentage of top staff and the percentage of pathway staff. These findings 
indicate that for African Americans in particular, representation as pathway staff does not lead to similar levels 
of representation as Senate top staff.  

Across race and ethnicity, Black staff saw the most significant 
difference between the percentage of top staff and the percentage of 
pathway staff. 

78.6%

6.8%
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Racial Demographics of Senate Pathway Staffers vs. Racial Demographics of Senate Personal Office Top Staff

% of Senate Pathway Staff in 2024% of Senate Personal Office Top Staff in 2023

White

Black

Latina/o

AAPI

Biracial

Native American

MENA

0.0%

78.6%

2.1%

5.8%

4.5%

2.1%

0.3%

1.0%

5.4%

6.8%

5.4%

2.3%

0.4%

1.1%

84.2%

10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0%

We recently observed a pattern that may explain the disparities in the recruitment and retention of pathway staff in 
our October 2023 report.23 We also found that the African American top staff’s retention and hiring patterns were 
unique. None of the African American top staff hired as of January 2020 were retained as of June 2023. In addition, 
all six African American top staffers included in our October 2023 report previously worked for other Senate 
offices, rather than obtaining top staff positions through promotion within the same office.24 However, during that 
same period, white, Asian American/Pacific Islander, and Latina/o top staff observed at least a portion of their 
staffers being promoted to a top staff position from a pathway position within the same Senate personal office. 

Pathway Position Diversity 
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PATHWAY STAFF DIVERSITY BY POLITICAL PARTY  

Disaggregating our pathway staff diversity data by political party position reveals some notable differences. 
A 2023 Pew Research Center survey found that 36.0 percent of 2022 voters who self-identified as Democrats 
were people of color,25 which is higher than the percentage of Democratic Senate pathway staff who are people 
of color (30.4 percent).26 In contrast, people of color made up 14.0 percent of 2022 voters who self-identified as 
Republicans and 9.7 percent of Republican Senate pathway staff. 

Pathway Staff Diversity by Political Party

African American voters were underrepresented among pathway staff in Senate Democratic offices and slightly 
overrepresented in Senate Republican offices. African Americans accounted for 17.0 percent of Democratic 
voters in 2022 but only 8.3 percent of Democratic Senate pathway staff. African Americans accounted for 1.0 
percent of Republican voters and 1.6 percent of Republican Senate pathway staff.

Racial Representation by Party Base Voters*

% of Voters in 2022% of Senate Pathway Staff

White

POC
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EM
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CR
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R
EP
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S White

POC

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%

64.0

30.4

90.3

9.7

36.0

85.0

14.0

69.6

*Due to rounding, some percentages may add up to less than 100 percent.



Black Representation by Party Base Voters

Black

Black
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S

0.0% 2.0% 4.0% 6.0% 8.0% 10.0% 12.0% 14.0% 16.0% 18.0%

17.0

1.6

8.3

1.0

% of Black Voters in 2022% of Senate Black Pathway Staff

Democratic Senate offices employed over 25 percent more staff in pathway positions than their Republican 
counterparts (398 Democratic pathway staffers vs. 309 Republican pathway staffers). While Senate Democrats 
employ slightly more pathway staffers than their Republican counterparts, they employ over four times as many 
staff of color in pathway positions than their Republican colleagues.

Pathway Staff in Senate Personal Offices by Political Party

Democrat Percentage Republican Percentage Total

White 277 69.6% 279 90.3% 556

Black 33 8.3% 5 1.6% 38

Latina/o 39 9.8% 9 2.9% 48

Biracial 11 2.8% 5 1.6% 16

AAPI 31 7.8% 7 2.3% 38

MENA 4 1.0% 4 1.3% 8

Native 3 0.8% 0 0.0% 3

Total 398 100% 309 100% 707

13 Pathway Staff Diversity by Political Party



DIVERSITY BY SIZE OF PATHWAY STAFF   

The number of pathway staff positions available in each senator’s office varies. Most offices employ seven or 
eight pathway staffers; however, some employ as few as one pathway staffer, and some employ up to 14. 

We grouped Senate offices into three categories to analyze diversity among similar-sized offices. Group 1 
contains 36 senators who have between one to six pathway staffers. The average number of pathway staff in 
this group is 4.8. Group 2 contains 39 senators who have seven or eight pathway staffers. The average number 
of pathway staff in this group is 7.4. Group 3 contains 25 senators who have between nine to 14 pathway staffers. 
The average number of staff in this group is 9.8. We analyzed these groups to examine if pathway staff diversity 
varies based on the number of pathway staff a Senate office employs. 

We found that the group of senators with the highest average number of pathway staff (Group 3) employs the 
most racially and ethnically diverse pathway staffers (26.0 percent). In contrast, the senators who have between 
one to six pathway staffers (Group 1) employ the lowest percentage of pathway staffers of color (12.8 percent). 
Group 2, the group of senators who have seven or eight pathway staffers, falls in the middle of both groups, 
having 22.5 percent of pathway staff of color. 

Pathway Diversity by Senate Grouping (Based on Size of Pathway Staff) and Political Party

Groups Average number of 
pathway staff

Number of senators 
in group

Percentage of  
pathway staff of color

Percentage of  
Democratic senators

Percentage of  
Republican senators

1 4.8 36 12.8% 30.6% 69.4%

2 7.4 39 22.5% 56.4% 43.6%

3 9.8 25 26.0% 72.0% 28.0%

PATHWAY DIVERSITY BY SENATE OFFICE
 

Senators of color tend to hire a disproportionate number of pathway staffers of color. People of color account 
for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population, but only 13.0 percent of the U.S. senators.27 Senators of color employ 14.3 
percent of all pathway staffers (or 101), while white senators employ 85.7 percent (or 606).28 Despite the smaller 
number of available positions in their offices, senators of color employ 29.1 percent of the pathway staffers of color 
in Senate personal offices.

The racial and ethnic representation in pathway positions in personal offices of senators of color is much more 
reflective of the U.S. population than in the U.S. Senate as a whole (see the “Overall Statistics on Pathway Positions” 
section of this report). We found that people of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population and 43.6 
percent of pathway staff in personal offices of senators of color. White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the 
U.S. population and 56.4 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal offices of senators of color.

14 Diversity by Size of Pathway Staff



This report finds that some groups of color are almost proportionately represented among Senate pathway staff in 
personal offices of senators of color: 

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but 11.9 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal 
offices of senators of color; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but 18.8 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal offices of 
senators of color; 

•  Asian American/Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population and 8.9 percent of Senate 
pathway staff in personal offices of senators of color, which is higher than the AAPI population;

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but 2.0 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal 
offices of senators of color;

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but no Native American Senate pathway staff in 
personal offices of senators of color; and

•  Middle Eastern/North Africans (MENAs) are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 2.0 percent of Senate 
pathway staff in personal offices of senators of color, which is higher than the MENA population.

Racial Diversity of Senate Pathway Staffers (Senators of Color) vs. U.S. Population

% of U.S. Population % of Senate Pathway Staff (Senators of Color)

White

Black

Latina/o

AAPI

Biracial

Native American

MENA

0.0%

13.6%

19.1%

6.6%

3.0%

0.5%

1.3%

11.9%

18.8%

8.9%

2.0%

2.0%

0.0%

10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0%

58.9%
56.4%
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While Black senators only account for four percent of the U.S. Senate,29 they employ 21.1 percent of the Black 
pathway staff in the U.S. Senate. We found that people of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but 
52.8 percent of pathway staff in personal offices of Black senators.30 

The overall statistics of pathway positions in personal offices of white senators are not as reflective of the U.S. 
population in comparison to the overall statistics we mentioned earlier (see the “Overall Statistics on Pathway 
Positions” section of this report). We found that people of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but 
only 17.7 percent of pathway staff in personal offices of white senators. White Americans account for 58.9 percent 
of the U.S. population and 82.3 percent of Senate pathway staff in the personal offices of white senators.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate pathway staff in the personal 
offices of white senators:

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 4.3 percent of Senate pathway staff in 
personal offices of white senators; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 4.8 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal 
offices of white senators; 

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but 4.8 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal offices of 
white senators;

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but 2.3 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal 
offices of white senators;

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but 0.5 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal 
offices of white senators; and

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 1.0 percent of Senate pathway staff in personal offices of 
white senators, which is higher than the MENA population.

We found that people of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. 
population but 52.8 percent of pathway staff in personal offices of 
Black senators.

16 Pathway Diversity by Senate Office



Racial Diversity of Senate Pathway Staffers (White Senators) vs. U.S. Population

% of U.S. Population % of Senate Pathway Staff (White Senators)

White

Black

Latina/o

AAPI

Biracial

Native American

MENA

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0%

58.9%
82.3%

13.6%

19.1%

6.6%

4.3%

4.8%

4.8%

2.3%

0.5%

1.0%

3.0%

1.3%

0.5%

PATHWAY DIVERSITY BY SENATOR AGE

The senators were grouped into three categories based on their age distribution.31 Group 1 consisted of 32 senators 
below the age of 60 years old. The average age of the group is 51.3 years old. Group 2 consisted of 33 senators 
between the ages of 60 to 69. The average age of this group is 65.3 years old. Group 3 contained 35 senators aged 70 
years old and above. The average age of this group was 74.9 years old.

The youngest group of senators employ the highest average percentage of pathway staffers of color (29.6 percent). 
Group 2 employs the lowest average percentage of pathway staff of color (14.8 percent). The oldest group of senators 
falls in the middle of both groups, employing an average of 19.5 percent pathway staff of color.

Senate Groupings by Age, Amount of Senators, Average Pathway Staff of Color, Share of Pathway 
Staff Employed, and Share of Pathway Staff of Color Employed

Groups Average age Number of senators 
in group

Average percentage 
of pathway staff of 

color employed

Share of 
total pathway staff  

employed

Share of pathway staff 
of color employed

1: Below 60 51.3 32 29.6% 32.5% 45.0%

2: 60-69 65.3 33 14.8% 30.6% 21.2%

3: 70+ 74.9 35 19.5% 36.9% 33.8%

17 Pathway Diversity by Senator Age



A similar trend persists when analyzing the share of staffers who each group employs. Group 2 employs the 
smallest share of all pathway staff (30.6 percent). They also employ the smallest share of pathway staff of color to 
a disproportionate degree, at 21.2 percent. The oldest group of senators employs the largest total share of pathway 
staff (36.9 percent) and the second largest share of pathway staff of color (33.8 percent). The youngest group of 
senators employ the second largest share of total pathway staff (32.5 percent) and the largest share of pathway 
staff of color (45.0 percent). This finding mirrors a previous Joint Center report’s finding that the youngest group of 
senators also hired the highest percentage of top staffers of color in comparison to the older groups of senators.32

Next, we study the pathway staff diversity by position (i.e., deputy chiefs of staff, senior advisers, legislative 
assistants, counsels, and press secretaries/deputy communications directors) and its connections to the top staff 
positions (i.e., chiefs of staff, legislative directors, and communications directors).

Share of Pathway Staff Employed vs. Pathway Staff of Color Employed (by Senator Age)
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PIPELINE TO THE CHIEF OF STAFF POSITION   

Chief of staff is the highest-ranking staff position in each office, and almost all offices have a chief of staff. The 
chief of staff develops and implements all policy objectives, oversees the personal office budget and operating 
plans for the member’s office, and coordinates the member’s activities with leadership and committee office(s).33

The most common pathway positions in the Senate for the chief of staff position are deputy chief of staff and 
senior adviser. In examining the career trajectories of chiefs of staff in our Racial Diversity Among Top Staff in 
Senate Personal Offices report, 16.0 percent (16/100) of them most recently served as deputy chiefs of staff prior 
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to being promoted to chief of staff. Deputy chiefs of staff were not consistently found in all personal offices, and 
the responsibilities associated with the roles varied. While some deputy chiefs of staff supervise legislative and 
communications directors, others focus on managing administrative tasks in the office. Deputy chiefs of staff 
often fill in for the chief of staff when they are on travel with their senator or out of office.

People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 15.3 percent of deputy chiefs of staff in 
the Senate. White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. population but 84.7 percent of Senate deputy 
chiefs of staff.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate deputy chiefs of staff: 

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 6.8 percent of Senate deputy  
chiefs of staff; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 1.7 percent of Senate deputy chiefs of staff; 

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population and 6.8 percent of Senate deputy chiefs of staff, which is 
slightly higher than the AAPI population; 

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate deputy chief of staff; 

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate deputy chief of staff; and 

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate deputy chief of staff.

Racial Diversity of Senate Deputy Chiefs of Staff vs. U.S. Population
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Senior advisers are responsible for monitoring legislation, drafting amendments and bills, identifying legislative 
priorities, developing legislative proposals, providing vote recommendations, engaging with key stakeholders, 
and providing written and oral briefings to the senator. Senior advisors are also responsible for managing more 
junior advisors.34 This position is represented in 68.0 percent of Senate offices.

People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 17.9 percent of senior advisers in the 
Senate. White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. population but 82.1 percent of Senate senior advisers.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate senior advisers: 

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 2.9 percent of Senate senior advisers; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 8.6 percent of Senate senior advisers; 

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 2.9 percent of Senate senior advisers; 

• Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but 2.9 percent of Senate senior advisers; 

• Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate senior advisers; and 

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 0.7 percent of Senate senior advisers, which is higher than 
the MENA population.

Racial Diversity of Senate Senior Advisers vs. U.S. Population

% of U.S. Population % of Senate Personal Office Senior Advisors
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PIPELINE TO THE LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR POSITION   

The legislative director establishes the senator’s legislative agenda and manages all legislative staff. The legislative 
director also monitors legislative activity on the House floor and handles legislative planning for the senator.35

The most common pathway positions in the Senate for the legislative director position are legislative assistant and 
counsel. In examining the career trajectories of legislative directors in our Racial Diversity Among Top Staff in Senate 
Personal Offices report, 27.1 percent (26/96) of them most recently served as a legislative assistant prior to being 
promoted to legislative director. In studying the positions legislative directors from the October 2023 report had 
before being promoted, counsel was the second most common position (22/96 or 22.9 percent) held.

Legislative assistants are policy experts who advise the senior legislative staff in Senate offices on various policy 
issues. Legislative assistants develop and plan legislative initiatives and monitor legislative developments within 
Senate committees and on the Senate floor. Under the supervision of the legislative director, legislative assistants 
help with writing floor speeches for the senator, drafting constituent correspondence for the senator, and meeting 
with constituents and special interest groups on behalf of the senator. This position is also represented in over  
90 percent of Senate offices.

People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population, but 22.4 percent of legislative assistants in  
the Senate. White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. population but 77.6 percent of Senate 
legislative assistants.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate legislative assistants:

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 5.8 percent of Senate  
legislative assistants; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 5.2 percent of Senate legislative assistants; 

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population and 6.4 percent of Senate legislative assistants, which is almost 
proportional to the AAPI population;

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population but 2.4 percent of Senate legislative assistants, 
which is almost proportional to the Biracial population; 

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but 0.9 percent of Senate legislative assistants, which 
is almost proportional to the Native American population; and 

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 1.8 percent of Senate legislative assistants, which is higher 
than the MENA population.
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Counsels typically plan and execute legislative strategy act as support staff; write memos, speeches, and talking 
points; and monitor legislative activity.36 Many counsels serve on committees and other Senate offices. However, 
this report only considers counsels employed in Senate personal offices. Counsel positions in Senate personal 
offices have a variety of titles.37 We chose not to include senior or chief counsel positions in our count of counsels 
in this report, as this type of counsel position is a more senior role than other counsel positions in Senate personal 
offices. This position is also represented in almost 70 percent of Senate offices.

People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population but just 21.9 percent of counsels in the Senate. 
White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. population but 78.1 percent of Senate counsels.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate counsels: 

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 8.2 percent of Senate counsels; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 5.5 percent of Senate counsels;

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but 5.5 percent of Senate counsels;

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population, but 1.4 percent of Senate counsels; 

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population, but no Senate counsels; and 

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population and 1.4 percent of Senate counsels, which is higher than the 
MENA population.

 Racial Diversity of Senate Legislative Assistants vs. U.S. Population
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Racial Diversity of Senate Counsels vs. U.S. Population
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PIPELINE TO THE COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR POSITION   

The communications director manages the stream of information between the senator, constituents, the media, and 
the public. The communications director also develops and implements media and communications strategies for 
the senator and acts as the formal spokesperson.38 

The most common pathway positions in the Senate for the communications director position are press secretary 
or deputy communications director. In examining the career trajectories of communications directors in our Racial 
Diversity Among Top Staff in Senate Personal Offices report, 36.8 percent (35/95) of them most recently served as 
press secretaries before being promoted to communications director. Twenty percent (19/95) of communications 
directors in the October 2023 report previously served as deputy communications directors before being promoted 
to communications director.

The press secretary writes and edits press releases, op-eds, talking points, and newsletters.39 Under the supervision 
of the communications director, they also develop and maintain effective relationships with district, state, and the 
media. This position is also represented in over 70 percent of Senate offices.

Some Senate offices have deputy communications directors in addition to the press secretary position, while 
others use the deputy communications director position to supplant the press secretary position. In examining 
whether the deputy communications director position is also a pathway to the communications director position, 
our analysis found that in the offices that do not have a press secretary, 34 percent employ someone with a deputy 
communications director title. 

The roles of press secretaries and deputy communications directors are more similar than different, so instead of 
analyzing these positions separately, we combine them and report our findings below. 
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People of color account for 41.1 percent of the U.S. population, but just 23.5 percent of press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors in the Senate are people of color. White Americans account for 58.9 percent of the U.S. 
population but 76.5 percent of Senate press secretaries/deputy communications directors.

This report finds that almost all groups of color are underrepresented among Senate press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors:

•  African Americans are 13.6 percent of the U.S. population but only 4.3 percent of Senate press secretaries/
deputy communications directors; 

•  Latina/os are 19.1 percent of the U.S. population but only 12.2 percent of Senate press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors; 

•  AAPIs are 6.6 percent of the U.S. population but 4.3 percent of Senate press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors;

•  Biracial Americans are 3.0 percent of the U.S. population and 2.6 percent of Senate press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors, which is almost proportional to the Biracial population; 

•  Native Americans are 1.3 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate press secretaries/deputy 
communications directors; and 

•  MENAs are 0.5 percent of the U.S. population but no Senate press secretaries/deputy communications directors.

Racial Diversity of Senate Press Secretaries/Deputy Communications Directors vs. U.S. Population

% of U.S. Population % of Senate Personal Office Press Secretaries/Deputy 
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NEXT STEPS

Since the Joint Center’s 2015 report, Racial Diversity Among Top Senate Staff, Congress has taken essential 
steps to improve transparency and staff diversity. For the past several years, for example, Senate Democrats led 
both chambers by releasing racial/ethnic data about the staff in Democratic senators’ personal and committee 
offices. In future reports, Senate Democrats should disclose data on diversity by position, as this would reveal 
which senators’ staffs are diverse in critical positions that may serve as pipelines to top positions. This will help 
us better understand why Black staff in our report observed the most significant gap between the percentage of 
pathway staff and top staff in our 2023 report. 

Unfortunately, Senate Republicans have yet to publicly release any data on the diversity of their staffs. Senate 
Republicans should immediately disclose this data and annually report it. Both Senate Republicans and 
Democrats should work together to develop a diversity plan that helps Senate offices in recruiting, hiring, 
training, promoting, and retaining a diverse Senate staff. 

We should also note that many top staff are hired from external organizations and companies. These staff often 
have experience working in government relations or may have a previous working relationship with the senator. 
Future studies should explore what the pipeline of staff hired from external organizations, companies, and 
campaigns looks like. 

On the House of Representatives side, on March 25, 2024, the U.S. House Office of Diversity and Inclusion 
(ODI) office was disbanded. ODI previously led bipartisan efforts since 2020 in promoting diverse hiring 
within the U.S. House offices. By shuttering the ODI, we are not just losing an office; we are losing ground in our 
collective pursuit of a truly representative democracy. The Joint Center calls on the replacement office — the 
Office of Talent Management under the Office of the Chief Administrative Officer — to build on the great work 
of the ODI and create a central repository of data to help guide efforts to make the House of Representatives 
workforce more diverse. While the ODI is closed, the Joint Center will continue to play a pivotal role in 
advocating for a congressional workforce that mirrors the diversity of the American people within the U.S. 
House of Representatives.

Next Steps
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